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1. NEA energy cooperation framework
initiated by ROK

⊙ Background  

▶ (2005-2015) ROK had initiated “Inter-governmental Collaborative Mechanism for Energy        

Cooperation in Northeast Asia(ICM-ECNEA)” with Russia, Mongolia DPRK and ROK

▶ (2015.9) 3 countries agreed to switch the Inter-governmental framework to Inter-institutional 

Cooperation framework

▶ (2016 ~) Korea Energy Economics Institute(KEEI) has initiated Inter-Institutional Energy Cooperation 

Mechanism with government-affiliated research institutes from China, Japan, Mongolia, Russia and 
ROK 

⊙  Expected effects vs previous intergovernmental framework

▶ Discussion on various agenda under more flexible framework.

▶ In-depth agenda discussion using expertise from energy experts.

▶ Improving operational efficiency through participation in Japan and China.
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2. Inter-Institutional framework:       
“NORTHEAST ASIA(NEA) ENERGY FORUM”

⊙  (Target) A consultative body aiming to develop the  practical energy cooperation projects in Northeast Asia 
and 

to explore ways to implement them. 

⊙  (Timing) Yearly event to be held at the 2nd half of each year. 

▶ The forum was held sequentially at one of five countries by hosting research institute with support of KEEI.  

⊙ (Structure) Presentation session +Discussion Session

▶ (presentation ) Each 5 research institutes ((ERI(China), IEEJ(Japan)  MEEI(Mongolia, ESI-Irkutsk (Russia), 

KEEI(ROK) ) present their outcomes of researches initiated by KEEI at the early of each year in advance  

▶ (Discussion)  Participants from public & private sector in NEA or Beyond to share their idea on the pre-

setting discussion questions.

⊙  (Decision Body) A working group  meeting who consists of representatives of five research institutes decides 
the 

forum's  theme and the detailed plan. 
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3. Progress of NEA Energy forum
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4-1. Agenda of NEA Power-Interconnection
in NEA Energy Forum: 2nd NEA Forum
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4-2. Agenda of NEA Power-Interconnection
in NEA Energy Forum: 3rd NEA Forum
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4-3. Agenda of NEA Power-Interconnection
in NEA Energy Forum: 4th NEA Forum
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5-1. Challenges of NEA forum operation

▶ Non-Active participation of other institutes due to no 
incentives/obligation

▶ Depend heavily on financing sources from Korea

▶ Hard to develop the tangible/concrete cooperation projects except 

identifying  potential areas of cooperation(Agenda)  

▶ Losing the momentum to strengthen the energy cooperation among NEA 

countries due to long-lasting COVID-19 and weakening political relations
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5-2. Prerequisite for enhancing energy 
cooperation among NEA countries

▶ Reinstatement of relations as well as Revitalization of bilateral     

government-led energy cooperation networks among ROK, China, Japan  

NEA Energy forum continues efforts to find out the multilateral-level 

Flagship projects on energy that NEA  countries have common interest  
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